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Chapter 1

space and time. Much of this protection can
be accomplished simply, with maintenance
and repairs to the existing buildings.
Following these guidelines, these projects
can preserve the architectural and historic
character identified in Groveport.

INTRODUCTION
Groveport’s valuable historic buildings,
neighborhoods, and places require careful
planning to maintain their historic merit
while serving the needs of business owners
and residents. This historic character is
what has attracted many of the residents to
the City. The City of Groveport has made
one of it’s priorities the preservation of the
historic city core. Both the commercial and
residential areas of the historic city core
contribute to the hometown character of
Groveport.
Accordingly,
the
City
commissioned the preparation of these
guidelines.

When new construction or additions are
necessary for the continued use of a site, the
new elements should enhance the existing
historic character and still be identified as
significant architecture on its own.
Issues
The overall character of Groveport is defined
initially by urban design issues. These are
then further refined to include specific
architectural issues, such as style detailing,
etc. The design issues include massing,
setbacks, height, roof lines, materials,
rhythm, and decorative elements.

These guidelines were developed to serve
two primary purposes. The first purpose is
to raise the public’s awareness of
Groveport’s historic architecture by
identifying some of the most representative
architectural styles and to preserve these old
and distinctive structures by providing
guidelines for preservation, rehabilitation,
and new construction.

General Concepts of
Preservation
The existing buildings combined with the
streetscape and block patterns, open spaces,
and other elements that make up Groveport,
form the overall experience. The individual
elements that are a part of this experience
must be recognized and preserved in order to
protect and continue the existing sense of
1
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Chapter 2
HISTORIC AREAS
Historic Core Area
Map 1 below represents the original
settlements of Wert’s Grove and Rarey’s Port
as well as other historically significant areas
within Groveport including a portion of the
Ohio and Erie Canal route. Vacant parcels
where development will impact the integrity
of the historic preservation area are also
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included.

one-story building on Walnut Street close to
the Ohio and Erie Canal was taxed to the
limit. The weak rays from a valiant coal
lamp reflected the determined look on the
faces of all those who were within range of
the feeble light and an old pot-bellied stove
in the center of the room radiated welcome
warmth to those assembled. When the
meeting finally got under way, there were
twenty-seven citizens present who had
made up their minds to "do
something about it."

Historic Preservation Area
The list below are sections of the City of
Groveport currently designated as Historic
Preservation Areas.
1. Main Street located between the
cross streets of Lesleh Avenue and
Front Street.
2. Front Street located between the
cross streets of Main Street and
Blacklick Street

HISTORY OF THE CITY

For several years, an argument smoldered
between Jacob B. Wert and William H.
Rarey. This was an argument more of action
than of words. Four years previously Wert
had laid out Wert’s Grove and Rarey had
laid out Rarey’s Port with only a section
line dividing the two settlements. This
section line ran directly north and south
down what is now College Street, but which
at that time was called East Street, Wert’s
Grove being to the west.

William James’ little cooper shop in
Rarey’s Port was crowded with citizens one
night in the winter of 1846-47. More than a
score had already assembled but
occasionally the door would open to admit a
late arrival. Soon the capacity of the small

Each of these men was determined that his
name should be perpetuated in the naming
of the village and it was with pardonable
pride that each maintained his stand. In
1812, Rarey’s father, Adam, an original
settler in the area, had constructed a log

Chapter 3
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tavern on the site where now
stands the freshman school. William Rarey
donated the land for the Methodist Church
and in other ways had contributed to the
development of the community to the east
of the section line. Wert was a progressive
and public-spirited businessman and the
community to the west of the section line
had developed largely through his efforts.
In 1844, he built two brick houses on Main
Street just west of College Street.

doubt in the minds of many even before the
start of the meeting. They decided to meet
again a week later.
From the standpoint of attendance, the
second meeting of the citizens was a little
different from the first. At that time the
United States was at war with Mexico, and
the U.S. forces had won the initial major
victory of the war at a battle fought at Palo
Alto. As the battle had been fought only
recently, the name of Palo Alto was
proposed for the community. This proposal
was given none too much consideration and
finally Dr. Abel Clark suggested the name of
Groveport, the derivation of which is readily
apparent. Such a name, Clark pointed out,
did no injustice to either Wert or Rarey. The
name was readily adopted and in April of
1847, the Village of Groveport was
incorporated.

Wert did hold one advantage, however, as he
was postmaster and had been for a period of
eleven years or more, operating the post
office in a building he constructed on the
southwest corner of Main and College
Streets.
Not to be outdone from this post office
angle, Rarey, it is claimed, advised his
friends to address their letters to Rarey’s Port
and many letters were received addressed in
this manner. Wert, equal to the occasion,
simply scratched out the address and wrote
in Wert’s Grove eliminating as best he could
the result of Rarey’s scheming. Thus raged
the feud with nothing being accomplished
that was in any way beneficial to the
community as a whole.

An election was held on April 17, 1847 for
the purpose of selecting officials for the new
village. The first mayor was Abraham
Shoemaker and Dr. Abel Clark was elected
Clerk. J. P. Bywaters, E. M. Dutton, William
Mitchell, Samuel Sharpe and C. J. Stevenson
were chosen as councilmen. The first
meeting of the council was held on April 29,
1847 at the Cherry Street home of Mayor
Shoemaker.

Now the citizens of both settlements took
matters into their own hands. Partisans of
both men were present, but it is interesting to
note that neither Rarey nor Wert were in
attendance at the meeting in James’ cooper
shop that eventful night. Apparently, both
were willing that the issue should be decided
without interference on their part. However,
when the meeting broke up late that night
little had been accomplished, but it was
apparent to all that a compromise name
would have to be adopted and this thought
was no

After the incorporation of Groveport, Jacob
Wert continued as postmaster until 1848
when Edmund Gares was appointed. Two
years later Wert died and was buried in the
Lutheran Cemetery in Obetz. William Rarey
remained a community leader active in
commerce and the Methodist Church until
his death in 1877.
So it was that back in 1847 Groveport, with
an approximate population of 250 was
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Streets on the site now occupied by Stebe’s
Auto Sales. About this time another tavern,
the Corbett House, was built by Michael
Corbett on Front Street where Blue Pine
Apartments now sit. Corbett donated land for
the right of way of the railroad through his
property and built the 15-room "house"
primarily for the accommodation of the
railroad men. He did everything he could to
encourage the construction of the railroad
which for a time threatened to pass three
miles to the north. The first train passed
through Groveport on July 16, 1868, and was
the occasion for quite a celebration.

incorporated as a village. The
original settlement of what is now the
Village of Groveport began in the early
nineteenth century. Settlers, with little except
the determination to found new homes,
began to arrive in the vicinity. They came
from Pennsylvania, Virginia, Kentucky,
Maryland and other states to the South and
East. The signing of the Treaty of Greenville
in 1795 ended hostilities with Native
Americans and gave these hardy pioneers,
traveling through the wilderness, a feeling of
safety they had not previously enjoyed.
During this time the people of Groveport got
their mail at Franklinton. Usually one man
on horseback made the trip and brought back
the mail for the entire community. However
several weeks often elapsed between mails
due to bad traveling conditions.

A proposal to build a Town Hall was
approved in an election held on April 5,
1875. This structure was to be a jointly
owned affair with the township, the village,
the Masonic Lodge, and the Odd Fellows
sharing the cost. Three locations were
considered but the lot at the northwest corner
of Main and Front Streets, offered by the
Odd Fellows, was selected. The building was
completed in the spring of 1876, with the
cost being apportioned to the township, the
village and the two lodges, in amounts based
on the architect’s estimate of that part to be
used by each of the participants. The
architect was J. H. Harris and the contractor
William W. McCoy. Total cost was
$10,745.00, an amount that today would
finance only an ordinary room remodeling.

Transportation of freight and merchandise
was a real problem back in those early days.
Roads as such did not exist and horses and
wagons were not always able to negotiate the
trails.
The opening of the Ohio Canal in 1831 was a
boon to the settlements along its winding
course and warehouses and mills began to
spring up along the banks of the canal. In
both Rarey’s Port and Wert’s Grove, the end
of each street and alley that touched the
canal was the site for a business of some
sort: there were dry docks, warehouses,
tanneries, saw mills, brick and tile factories,
flour mills and meat packing concerns.

The first occupants of the two business
rooms on the first floor were H. H. Scofield
and Company, Dry Goods Merchants, and
Theodore Faulhaber’s Grocery. In the early
twentieth century the Town Hall was used by
Groveport High School for basketball games,
plays and graduation exercises. During the
1930’s, an addition was built on the north
side of Town Hall to provide restrooms for
both women and men. During the 1940’s,

Then in 1868 came the railroad. Three of the
men who were instrumental in building that
part of the railroad which passes through
Groveport were J. Moule, Ed Fawcett and
Pat O’Brien. They lived at the Campbell
Hotel which stood near College and Main
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both first floor rooms were
occupied by Redman’s Hardware Company.
Today the building is home to the Groveport
Heritage Museum, Cultural Arts Center, Art
Gallery, and Senior Transportation Program
and provides meeting and social sites for
individuals and civic organizations. Aside
from recent renovations, the Town Hall
stands as originally built in 1875.

that time, derived much benefit through the
government
aid program. The installation of the water
works in 1934 was another such government
aid program.
In 1904, the old coal oil lights gave way to
natural gas, which in turn was replaced by
electricity not many years afterwards. The
first electric distribution system was installed
by Lester Peterman about 1910. Peterman,
the grandson of George Champe, was barely
out of school when this installation was
made. Current was secured from the
Claycraft Brick Company. Later this
distribution system was acquired by the
Scioto Valley Traction Company who
continued the service. It was then acquired
by the Ohio Midland Light and Power
Company. Today it is maintained by
American Electric Power Company.

The Scioto Valley Traction line, a third-rail
electric trolley system, was constructed in
1901-1904. A franchise was granted on
September 12, 1901, giving this line a right
of way over Blacklick Street through the
village with the provision that fares within
the corporate limits of Groveport be fixed at
five cents. Cars stopped at College Street and
at Front Street but it is doubtful if many
nickels were collected for these fares
between these two points. The stop at
College Street was discontinued when the
Scioto Valley Station was built at the corner
of Blacklick Street and Brook Alley.
William C. Black was the first station agent.

The Claycraft plant, which stood near the
intersection of College Street and Rohr
Road, burned in the Spring of 1911. Rebuilt
immediately, it continued in operation until
the supply of good clay was exhausted and it
was no longer possible to make high quality
brick that had always been produced.
Groveport bricks were used in the
construction of many of Groveport’s and
Columbus’
finer
buildings.
The
discontinuance of this plant was an
irretrievable loss to Groveport.

When the line was completed in 1904, a
special car was run to Canal Winchester and
many citizens of Groveport made the round
trip. This line operated successfully for quite
a number of years but finally discontinued
passenger service entirely by the 1930s. Its
demise was brought about by the advent of
buses and the general use of automobiles.

In 1947, Groveport celebrated its centennial.
Led by Charles Coon and Warren Rarey, a
committee of 18 citizens put together a five
day celebration. A crowd of 5,000 people
attended the celebration that included
parades, games, speakers, dancing and
historical displays.

The first street to be paved in Groveport was
Front Street in 1909, then Main Street in
1911, College Street in 1915, Blacklick
Street in 1923, Naomi Court in 1931, Walnut
Street in 1939, Elm and Cherry Streets in
1939. The last three were government aid
projects sponsored by the village. Groveport,
thanks to active and alert public officials at
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Groveport’s boundaries had
remained relatively unchanged from its early
days. But, after World War II, Groveport
began to steadily grow. Development began
in earnest in the 1950s with the annexation
of the residential areas of Kessler Addition,
Magnolia Addition, and Sunrise Addition.
The 200 home Westport Addition followed
in the 1960s. By the 1990s more
subdivisions became part of the village –
Grove Pointe, The Orchard, Bixford Green,
Walden Pond, Hickory Grove, Greenbriar
(also called South Groveport), Newport
Village and Greenfield Place (the Lutheran
Senior Services complex.)

The old village has successfully combined its
heritage and identity with plans for future
growth.
(Updated and reprinted from Groveport
Centennial, 1847 – 1947.)

Chapter 4
ARCHITECTURAL STYLES
IN GROVEPORT
The historic architecture of Groveport
represents a diverse section of styles,
periods, and influences.
Much of
Groveport’s
early
growth
and
development was a result of the influx of
workers, merchants, and ethnic groups
that settled in the area as a result of the
canal.
Groveport’s early architecture
reflects a utilitarian feel and for the most
part is simple and plain in its form and
function. However, as the community
began to develop and grow so did its tastes
and styles in architecture with the earlier
forms of residential and commercial
buildings giving way to more elaborate
edifices in the late 19th and 20th centuries.
Many communities fail to realize that both
their more ornate structures are equally
important to their more non-descriptive
structures to the overall character and
vitality of their community.

Growth in the village was not entirely
residential. In the past twenty-five years,
industrial parks appeared along the Route
317 corridor as Groveport sought to take
advantage of both the Rickenbacker Port
Authority and the nearby interstate highway.
These businesses, such as Radio Shack,
KMart, and Distribution Fulfillment Services
(Spiegel/Eddie Bauer) provide jobs and a tax
base for the village.
In the past ten years, Main Street was
renovated. Historical street lights were
installed along with brick crosswalks and
new sidewalks. Storm sewers and water lines
were also improved.
The village government outgrew the
municipal building on Cherry Street and in
1992 plans were made for a new municipal
building. The village purchased and
remodeled the United McGill building on the
southwest corner of Front and Blacklick
Streets (formerly St. Mary’s Church) for
$1.6 million. In 1995 the village government
moved into its modern and spacious new
home.

Groveport’s architecture and architectural
elements can be classified into several
major categories of styles including the
following:
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Gothic Revival
Italianate
Queen Anne
Craftsman
Prairie
Colonial Revival
Tudor Revival
Ranch
Post Modern

•
•
•

Frame or brick construction
Recessed entries
Void of porches although exceptions
may be present, or added later

•
•
•
•

Stone or brick foundations
Double entry doors
Rectangular floor plans
Gabled rooflines (cross gabled, side
gabled, or front gabled)

Vernacular (German or Worker’s Cottages)
Federal

Circa. 1820-1870

Circa. 1810-1850

The German, Dutch, and Irish immigrants
who built Ohio’s early canal system left their
mark on architecture throughout the State;
especially in communities along those
waterways. Groveport has examples of both
frame and brick constructed German
vernacular and vernacular type cottages that
reflect the sense of style and taste of the
immigrant population that came to Ohio.
These homes tend to be plain in form,
symmetrical and orderly in appearance, and
ornamentation kept to a minimum. The floor
plans of these homes tend to be simple,
window and door openings tend to be square
or slightly arched, and homes are typically
placed close to the street with little or no
setback reflecting the old European manner
in which their residents would have known
from their native lands. However, the
Federalist period of architecture became very
popular in early Ohio, and enjoyed
prominence in its earlier communities such
as Groveport. Several excellent preserved
examples of this type of architecture may be
found along the community’s main streets
and transportation routes, and are true
hallmarks of Groveport’s character.

Several excellent examples of the Federal
style of architecture can be found in
Groveport. The Federal style rose to
popularity following
the American
Revolution when the newly founded
country was striving to create an identity of
its own, and began to shun the Colonial
inspired architecture of England. Federal
style buildings tend to be plain in
appearance, and were constructed with
timber and masonry. Federal era structures
located inside towns or urban center tended
to be situated with no setback in order to
maximize the town lot for utilitarian needs
such as outbuildings, fruit trees, and
livestock, but also in keeping with the
planning style of European communities.
Federal era buildings tend to be constructed
largely with side gables, and can be either
one or more stories in height, with a
balanced and symmetrical appearance.
Additional characteristics of this style may
include:
• Prominently located entries either
located in the center of the structure
or to one side.
• Brick or stone foundations
• Tend to be void of porches, but not
uncommon to find examples of

Additional characteristics of this style may
include:
• 1, 1 ½, and 2 stories in height
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•
•
•
•
•

where they may have been
added later.
Rectangular floor plans
Various segmented window panes ie. six over six, eight over six, or four
over four
Masonry bond types were either
Common/American Bond, or
Flemish Bond.
Tend to lack any elaborate
ornamentation.
Door and window openings tend to
be square, but main entry doors can
also display arched fanlights.

Greek Revival architecture maintains
elegance and beauty in its simplicity, and can
hold several distinguishing features such as
wide frieze and cornice bands. Accentuated
entries and windows with pronounced
pilasters and lintels is also a prominent
identifying feature of the style. Entries may
also display fanlights, and tend to be located
in the center of the structure, or to one side.
Rooflines can either be front or side gabled
or hipped. Floor plans tend to be mostly
square, rectangular, L-Shaped, or T-shaped.
Ornamentation tends to be limited or
restrained on the exterior of Greek Revival
structures. Overall these buildings tend to
balanced and symmetrical in appearance.
Primary building materials include stone,
brick, and frame.

Greek Revival
Circa 1830-1865

As the American government began to be
firmly established, American’s began to
search for an inspirational type of
architecture to represent its ideals of
Democracy. They found it in ancient
Greece and the classical architecture of that
civilization. This ancient civilization also
held special meaning for American builders
and designers as this country was considered
the model for the new American
government.

Additional characteristics of this style may
include:
• Columned porches or porticos
• Placement could be with zero setback
in town or urban settings
• Column
capital types include
Corinthian, Ionic, and Scamozzi
• Pronounced cornice returns
• Segmented window panes - most
common included six or six, nine
over six, six over three. Frieze
oriented windows were also common
on some types as well
• Masonry examples were constructed
in both the Common Bond and
Flemish Bonds.
• 1, 1 ½, 2, or 3 stories in height.

Various forms of Greek Revival architecture
began to spread across the nation to
symbolize the newest democracy formed on
the planet. From commercial architecture to
residential and institutional forms Greek
Revival architecture enjoyed tremendous
popularity in the Buckeye State. Russell
West created the Greek Revival Ohio
Statehouse and nationally known architects
such as Minard LeFerve popularized high
style examples of Greek Revival architecture
in the residential form.

Gothic Revival
Circa 1840-1870

Most Gothic Revival architecture is
associated with religious structures, however
by the 1840s Gothic Revival was gaining
favor in the United States and in Ohio thanks
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in part by two architects Andrew Jackson Downing, and Andrew
Jackson Davis, who popularized the style
with their plans and writings. The Gothic
Revival style was inspired by the medieval
era castles of Germany and England with
elements of those structures being introduced
to domestic architecture. One of the most
readily recognized components of Gothic
Revival architecture is its window and door
opening with either drip mold surrounds, or
Lancet styled openings.
In addition

decorative bargeboard is often located along
steeply pitched gable lines of the building.
Additional characteristics of this style may
include:
• 1, 1 ½, or 2 stories in height
• Decorative and scrolled porches
• Tend to be symmetrically balanced
and designed
• Dominant front facing gable
• Cross gable or side gabled roof lines
•

•
•
•
•

Frame, stone, or brick construction
Towers sometime present
Various window types
Centrally located entrances

•
•
•
•

Italianate

Towers or cupolas known as Italianate
Villa
Brick, stone, or frame examples
Tend to be largely 2 or more stories in
height
Frieze/eave band level windows
Bay windows

Circa 1855-1885

Queen Anne
As the name implies the Italianate form of
architecture was inspired largely by the rural
architecture of Italy, and became popular in
the United States in the mid nineteenth
century. Italianate homes tend to be square
in form and symmetrical in appearance with
either arched or squared window and door
openings. These same openings tend to
display ornamental hoods overhead.
Another defining characteristic of the
Italianate period are large, scrolled, bracket
along the eave line, and hipped roofs. There
are several interesting examples of the style
in Groveport including an example with
carved wood siding to give the illusion of a
stone structure. One of the best examples of
the Italianate style in Groveport is the
former IOOF Hall

Circa 1885-1905

One of the major shifts in American
architecture came with the rise in popularity
of the Queen Anne style that originally was
imported from England by such architects as
Charles
Eastlake.
Several
excellent
examples and local interpretations of Queen
Anne architecture survive in Groveport
today. Queen Anne designed structures tend
to be associated with very large and ornate
structures; however, smaller versions of the
style were created as well which is
sometimes referred to as “Princess Anne”.
Ornamentation, irregular shaped floor plans,
and drawing its inspiration from architecture
that came before it, the Queen Anne style
enjoyed a long and recognizable period in
domestic architecture. The style allows for
variation in texture, form, and materials as
well.

Additional characteristics of the style
include:
• Carved and scrolled porches or small
entries
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Additional characteristics of
the style include:
1, 2, and 3 stories in height
Towers and turrets
Elaborate scroll work, bargeboard, and
textured wall surface treatment
Brick, stone, and frame examples
Can contain architectural elements such as
columns that were inspired by classical
architecture of Europe and Asia

Wrap around porches
Non
symmetrical
or
non-balanced
appearance and placement of doors and
windows
Mixture of roof styles present
Doors and windows vary including stained
glass, or segmented panels.
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4. Most properties change over time; those
changes that have acquired historic
significance in their own right shall be
retained and preserved.

Chapter 5
REHABILITATION
GUIDELINES

5. Distinctive features, finishes, and
construction techniques or examples of
craftsmanship that characterize a historic
property shall be preserved.

Introduction

6. Deteriorated historic features shall be
repaired rather than replaced. Where the
severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the
new feature shall match the old in
design, color, texture, and other visual
qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features shall be
substantiated by documentary, physical,
or pictorial evidence.

All of the recommended preservation
guidelines in this document are based upon
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation
and
Guidelines
for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings. The
Secretary’s Standards are written to guide all
types of rehabilitation projects involving all
types of buildings.
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
for Rehabilitation

7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as
sandblasting, that cause damage to
historic materials shall not be used. The
surface cleaning of structures, if
appropriate, shall be undertaken using
the gentlest means possible.

1. A property shall be used for its historic
purpose or be placed in a new use that
requires minimal change to the defining
characteristics of the building and its site
and environment.

8. Significant
archeological
resources
affected by a project shall be protected
and preserved. If such resources must be
disturbed, mitigation measures shall be
undertaken.

2. The historic character of a property shall
be retained and preserved. The removal
of historic materials or alteration of
features and spaces that characterize a
property shall be avoided.

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or
related new construction shall not
destroy
historic
materials
that
characterize the property. The new work
shall be differentiated from the old and
shall be compatible with the massing,
size, scale, and architectural features to
protect the historic integrity of the
property and its environment.

3. Each property shall be recognized as a
physical record of its time, place, and
use. Changes that create a false sense of
historical development, such as adding
conjectural features or architectural
elements from other buildings, shall not
be undertaken.
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10. New additions and adjacent or related
new construction shall be undertaken in
such a manner that if removed in the
future, the essential form and integrity of
the historic property and its environment
would be unimpaired.

Roofs,
Gutters,
Downspouts

and

Roofs are one of the most important features
of historic buildings. Functionally they
shelter buildings from the weather.
Visually, they can significantly contribute to
the appearance of buildings. Significant
visual features include the roof’s shape, its
materials, and any special features such as
dormers, towers or turrets, parapets, or
eaves.
Gutters and downspouts are the primary
means of channeling water from the roof to
the ground or directly into storm sewers.
Properly maintained gutters and downspouts
are critical to providing a water tight
building. Their design is often important to
the appearance of a building. Historically,
exterior gutters and downspouts were made
of copper and galvanized steel. Internal
gutters are often constructed of terne plate,
lead or copper.
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Bargeboard detail

Dormer

Bargeboard detail

Bifurcated Shingles (Fish scales) – 439 Main St.
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Only the most common sloping roof styles
found in Groveport are illustrated below.

Roof Shapes
The two primary shapes of roofs on historic
buildings in Groveport are flat and sloped.
The design of a roof shape is based on a
number of considerations including the
building’s height, use, wall materials and
structural elements. The most common
residential roof shapes in Groveport are the
gable and cross gable. Hipped and cross
hipped roofs are also prevalent.
The
majority of commercial buildings have either
flat or gabled roofs. Several commercial
buildings in the Downtown have false fronts,
hiding the roof.

Gable
The most commonly found
sloping roof on residential
buildings is a gable roof.
This type of roof is formed
by two sloping planes rising from the
sidewalls, meeting at a central ridge. The
junction between the sloping planes and the
walls often contains overhanging eaves. The
roof’s gable ends are sometimes finished
with wood bargeboards or other decorative
features.
Gable roof

Flat Roofs
Most rowhouses, semi-attached residential
buildings and commercial buildings have flat
roofs. Flat roofs also are often found on
institutional, government and other types of
buildings. The term flat roof is somewhat
misleading. Flat roofs are rarely absolutely
flat; rather they usually gradually slope
toward the rear of the building to drain
water. Since a flat roof is typically not
visible from the ground, its design does not
normally contribute to the character of the
building. However, the cornice, parapet, pent
roof or other feature at the edges of a flat
roof is almost always visible. Therefore,
their design often significantly contributes to
the character of a building.

Cross Gable
A cross gable is formed by
the intersection of two gables,
usually at the center of the
roof. Typically, this type of
roof is found on residential
buildings that have T-shaped,
L-shaped or cross-shaped floor plans.

Sloping Roofs
Historic free-standing buildings typically
have sloped roofs which are found in a wide
variety of shapes, as illustrated below.

Saltbox
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Similar to a gable roof, but the
two sides of it are not symmetrical.

single ridge at the peak, a gambrel roof has
three ridges, one at the peak and two along
the sloping sides. This roof form is often
found on residential buildings with finished
attics.

Saltbox roof

Hipped
A hipped roof is formed by
roof planes extending from
the walls to a ridge.
Hipped roofs will often
have overhanging eaves on
all four sides.

Gambrel roof

four

Shed
Shed roofs are formed by a
single sloping plane rising
from one wall to the opposite
wall. Typically, shed roofs are
found on secondary buildings,
such as residential garages or sheds.

sloping

Cross Hipped
Similar to a hipped roof,
but this roof has two
parts that cross.

Materials
In addition to the shape, elements and
details, the materials used to cover sloping
roofs are important to defining the character
of a historic building. The most commonly
found sloping roof materials are metal, slate,
clay tile, asphalt shingles, wood shingles and
wood shakes. On the other hand the
appearances of materials used to cover flat
roofs are usually not character defining.
They include built-up roofing and rubber
roofing. The most common roofing material
in Groveport is asphalt or composition
shingles, as many older roofs have been
replaced with these materials over time.

Cross hipped roof

Gambrel
A gambrel roof is similar in
design to a gable roof.
However, rather than having a
17
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However, several buildings
retain their original slate or standing seam
metal roofs from the late 19th or early 20th
centuries.

3. If individual slates or roof tiles are
broken or missing, replace them with
matching pieces. Make sure that the
repaired area matches the existing as
closely as possible, as mismatched
materials look unattractive.

Slate roof

4. When re-roofing, avoid installing the
new covering directly over an existing
roof material unless it is required for
structural reasons. Multiple layers of
roofing can result in an uneven
appearance and make future leaks
difficult to detect.
5. Keep roof flashing at ridges, valleys and
chimneys in good condition.

Standing seam metal roof

Gutters and Downspouts
1. Make sure that gutters and downspouts
are working properly to shed water from
the roof to the ground and away from the
building. Repair bent or sagging gutters
and broken or split downspouts as these
problems appear.
2. Direct downspout runoff away from the
building by one of the following
methods:
a. Connecting to an underground drain
b. Emptying into a splash block
c. Using an “elbow” that sends the
water away from the building.

Guidelines for Maintenance and Repair
Roofs
1. Keep roofs in good condition, making
repairs as needed. Holes and breaks in
metal roofs can be patched with a
compatible metal; individual slates or
clay tiles can be replaced to match.

3. Replace
deteriorated
gutters
or
downspouts with new that match the
existing in profile, size and location.
Paint gutters and downspouts to blend
with the color of the building or its trim.

2. Patch holes or breaks in metal roofs with
a compatible metal. Keep metal roofs
painted to prevent rust. Avoid covering
the roof with a tar or asphalt coating, as
this can eventually cause further
deterioration of the metal.

Guidelines for Exterior Change
1. Maintain the existing or original roof
form on the building, including the
18
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traditional roof shapes of
gable and hip roofs that typify the area.
Avoid changing the existing roof pitch.
Retain flat roofs where they exist,
particularly on commercial buildings.

where they are not visible from the
street.
6. Preserve historic roof materials as
important features of the area’s
character. If repairs or replacement is
needed, replace only damaged parts of
the roof to match the existing. If an
entire roof must be replaced, use
materials that are either original to the
building or compatible with its
architectural character:
a. Use new standing-seam metal to
replace an existing metal roof that
cannot be repaired. Standing seam is
a product that is still widely
available.
b. Use new slate to replace original
slate wherever possible. If slate is
not easily obtained or matched,
consider using appropriate asphalt
shingles that are made to resemble
the appearance of slate. Use a shingle
that is rectangular in design, rather
than the “fishscale” look.
c. Use new composition or asphalt
shingles to replace an existing
composition or asphalt shingle roof.
New asphalt shingles that are
“dimensional” in appearance may be
appropriate, but choose a plain
design that does not give a patchwork
effect.

2. Avoid making changes to the roof
shape by adding towers, cupolas, roof
decks, dormers, skylights or other
features that did not exist before. If
dormers or skylights are needed to
make an attic space more functional,
locate them toward the rear of the
building where they will not be readily
visible.
3. If dormers are proposed, keep them in
proportion to the roof pitch and shape.
Dormers added to a one- or two-story
building with gable or hipped roof
should be narrow (wide enough for only
one or two windows) with a gable or
shed roof, like historic dormers. A
dormer added to a low-rise bungalow
may be more horizontal in form, with
several windows. Trim dormers out to
match the rest of the building.
4. If skylights are proposed, make them
small, rectangular and as flat as possible
(no bubble or tented skylights). No
more than one side of a gabled roof or
two sides of a hipped roof should have
skylights installed. A maximum of two
side-by-side skylights is allowed.
Skylights should never be added to the
front of a building.

7. Use historically appropriate roof colors.
Standing seam roofs were often painted
green, red or silver. Slate is typically
gray, with some examples containing
elements of blue or green. Clay tile can
be found in either red or green.

5. Avoid adding television antennae and
satellite dishes to roofs in the district.
Although advances have made small
satellite dishes a possibility, keep these
elements at the back of the building

Masonry
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485 Main Street

Masonry is found on almost all
historic buildings and details such as the
color, texture, mortar joints, and pattern of
masonry strongly influence the overall
character of a building. Masonry may be
used for wall surfaces as well as pediments,
lintels, sills, and other decorative features.
For instance, builders used stone extensively
for the sills beneath windows and doors and
the lintels above them. Some sills and lintels
within the Village are carved with ornate
patterns.
The most common masonry
materials in Groveport include brick, stone,
stucco, ceramic tile, and concrete block.

183 Front Street

The cleaning of historic masonry is a special
consideration addressed by the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards. While masonry is
the most durable historic building material, it
is also the most susceptible to damage by
improper maintenance or repair techniques
or abrasive cleaning methods. Sandblasting
and other abrasive cleaning methods are
specifically prohibited. Sandblasting not
only changes the visual qualities of brick, it
damages or destroys the exterior glazing. As
a result, it increases the likelihood of rapid
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deterioration of the brick and
water damage to the interior of the building.

used, painting brick may be appropriate as a
protective measure.

Historic brick damaged by sandblasting

Appropriately painted brick - 559 Main Street

Damage caused by abrasive cleaning

Guidelines for Maintenance and Repair
1. Identify, retain, and preserve masonry
features that are important to defining
the overall historical character of the
building such as walls, brackets,
railings, cornices, window architrave's,
door pediments, steps, and columns;
and joint and unit size, tooling, and
bonding patterns, coatings and color.
Painting historic masonry is another concern
when planning a rehabilitation. Owners
frequently see painting as an improvement
and a means of making a building appear
new. The color of masonry, particularly
brick, is often an important part of the
character of a building. In addition to color,
the bonding pattern, treatment of mortar
joints, and texture are significant parts of
brick buildings. Where brick and other
masonry finishes were unpainted, they
should generally remain so. Painting
obscures
detailing
and
alters
the
distinguishing original qualities of a
building.
Under some circumstances,
particularly where the brick quality is poor
or abrasive cleaning methods have been

2. Protect and maintain masonry by
providing proper drainage so that water
does not stand on flat, horizontal
surfaces or accumulate in curved
decorative features.
3. Evaluate and treat the various causes of
mortar joint deterioration such as
leaking roofs or gutters, differential
settlement of the building, capillary
action or extreme weather exposure.
4. Repair damaged masonry features by
patching, piecing-in or consolidating
instead of replacing the entire feature.
Use materials that duplicate the original
as closely as possible in making repairs.
21
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7. Avoid using a waterproof sealant for
masonry as this substance can actually
trap moisture within the masonry units
and cause spalling or peeling away of
layers of the brick.

5. Repair masonry walls and other
masonry features by repointing the
mortar joints where there is evidence of
deterioration such as disintegrating
mortar, cracks in mortar joints, loose
bricks, damp walls or damaged
plasterwork.
Remove deteriorated
mortar by carefully hand raking the
joints to avoid damaging the masonry.
Duplicate original mortar in strength,
composition, color and texture.
Duplicate old mortar joints in width and
in joint profile.

8. Repair stucco by removing loose
material and patching with new stucco
that is similar in composition, color,
appearance and texture.
Guidelines for Exterior Change
1. Do not cover masonry surfaces with any
other material such as siding.

Steps for repointing a masonry joint

2. Avoid painting masonry surfaces if
unpainted.
3. Avoid removing paint from historically
painted masonry walls.
4. Replace in kind an entire masonry
feature that is too deteriorated to repair,
if the overall form and detailing are still
evident, using the physical evidence to
guide the new work. Examples can
include large sections of a wall, a
cornice, balustrade, column or stairway.
If using the same kind of material is not
feasible, then a compatible substitute
material may be considered.

6. Clean masonry only when necessary to
halt deterioration or remove heavy
soiling. After it has been determined
that cleaning is necessary, carry out
masonry surface testing to determine
the gentlest method possible. Clean
masonry surfaces with the gentlest
method possible, such as water and
detergents and natural bristle brushes.
Never sandblast or use any abrasive
method to clean brick.
Harsh
chemicals, such as acidic cleaners, are
also not recommended.

5. Avoid closing in or enlarging existing
masonry openings, particularly on
primary facades. If an opening is closed
in on a secondary side or rear of the
building, use the same material as the
rest of the building.
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Wood Siding and Trim1

The use of artificial siding is discouraged for
several reasons. The following are among
the problems with artificial siding:
• Artificial siding can diminish the
craftsmanship and details of a
building and, by extension, the
community.
• Artificial siding conceals problems
with the wood underneath, which
may progress to the point where
expensive structural repairs are
required.
• Artificial siding is not maintenance
free; it can dent or crack, fade and
lose glass over time.
It will
eventually have to be painted or
replaced.
• Artificial siding is difficult to repair.
When pieces need to be replaced,
the manufacturer may not be able to
match it exactly.
• Substitute siding or trim rarely
replicates the dimensions or
appearance of original materials.

For the purpose of these guidelines, the
terms "substitute siding and trim" shall be
understood to encompass the use of any
contemporary vinyl, metal or other manmade
material intended to cover all, or any part of,
an exterior wall, trim work or other building
element of existing structures located within
a designated historic district.
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation
Historic
Buildings
recommends against:
“Removing a major portion of the historic
wood from a facade instead of repairing or
replacing only the deteriorated wood, then
reconstructing with new material in order to
achieve a uniform or ‘improved’
appearance.”
“Removing or changing wood features which
are important in defining the overall historic
character of the building so that, as a
result, the character is diminished.”

Historic Siding Types

“Using substitute material for the
replacement part that does not convey the
visual appearance of the wood feature or that
is physically or chemically
incompatible.”
"Removing an entire wood feature that is
unrepairable and not replacing it; or
replacing it with a new feature that does not
convey the same visual appearance.”

1

NOTE: Existing substitute siding or trim may be
repaired with the same substitute materials without
review.

Shingle siding – 615 Blacklick Street
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maintenance that includes repainting.
Prepare wood properly by scraping it
down to the next sound layer and
applying the proper type of paint.

Clapboard siding – 470 Cherry Street

3. Identify and eliminate sources of excess
moisture, such as leaking gutters or
downspouts or shrubs planted too close
to the foundation. If paint won’t adhere
to wood, it is usually due to a problem
with moisture. After the problem is
corrected, allow the wood to dry out
before repainting.
4. If a section of siding or trim is badly
deteriorated and cannot be repaired,
replace the damaged section only using
wood that matches the existing in
dimension and appearance. Painting
will enable the repair to be barely
noticeable. This type of “selective
replacement” is cost-effective and it
allows the original material to remain
intact.
Guidelines for Exterior Change
1. Wood siding is preferred, but artificial
siding will be considered as a
replacement material if all other courses
of action have been explored and are
unworkable. If artificial siding is used,
the following additional guidelines
apply.
a. The original siding must be left in
place;
b. Only horizontal siding may be
covered;
c. The horizontal siding must match the
dimensions of the original wood
siding;
d. Aluminum, smooth vinyl, or smooth
cement fiber siding must be used;

Guidelines for Maintenance and Repair
1. Stabilize deteriorated or damaged wood
as a preliminary measure, when
necessary, prior
to
undertaking
appropriate preservation work.
2. Keep wood siding and trim in good
condition through a regular system of
24
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7. non-traditional siding types on village
buildings.

e. Decorative wood trim pieces,
including patterned shingles or other
wood features, must remain exposed
and be painted. No wrapping of
architectural details with artificial
materials should occur.

8. Shingle siding should only be used
where it originally existed.
9. Do not cover brick buildings with siding.

Windows and Doors
2. Siding should follow the traditional
patterns and dimensions that are
exhibited in the district’s older buildings.

The design, materials and location of
windows and doors significantly contribute
to the architectural character of historic
buildings. Windows and doors located on the
primary facade of residential, commercial,
institutional and government buildings are
almost always formally arranged in regular
patterns. These patterns may be symetrical,
which is typically the case for classically
styled buildings, or asymetrical, which is the
case for most Victorian era rowhouses.
Windows and doors located on secondary, or
side and rear, elevations of buildings may be
formally or informally arranged.

3. Most buildings have horizontal beveled
or overlapping clapboards, typically with
a four-inch or narrower exposures.
Exposures wider than four inches are not
recommended for most buildings.
Limited replacement-in-kind of deteriorated wood
clapboards

Rowhouse – 576-580 Main Street

4. Sided buildings should be trimmed with
corner boards and window or door
casings of appropriate dimension.
The design, details and ornamentation of
windows and doors also differ due to their
location and function. Windows located on
front facades may contain surrounds
featuring a high degree of detail and
ornamentation while those found on other

5. Avoid using diagonal siding, vertical
siding (outbuildings are the exception),
T-111 siding, asbestos shingle siding,
fake stone, fake brick, rustic siding, or
other
6.
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elevations will usually be less
ornate in design. Typically,

historic windows consist of muntins, sash,
frames, and molding which have a molded
relief.
Windows
Many different types of windows are found
on historic buildings. Their design was
influenced by the technology available to
make glass, sash and frame. Prior to the midnineteenth century, glass was manufactured
by hand, limiting the size of individual
panes. With the invention of machines to
manufacture glass, the size of individual
panes began to increase.
Similarly, until steel could be manufactured
inexpensively and in large quantities,
window frames and sash were almost always
made of wood.

Double hung windows

Most original windows in Groveport were
built of wood and double-hung, with
twoequal sized sash. The earliest of these
windows have sash with multiple panes, with
a six-over-six pattern being the most
common. Later in the 19th century, as
window technology improved, sash with
larger panes were made. Two-over-two sash
became common in buildings designed
during the Italianate period. Windows with
one26
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Windows – 462 Main Street

over-one panes were commonly used
beginning in about 1885, and this type of
window can be found on all types of
buildings built after this time. The early 20th
century Revival styles marked a return in
some cases to multi-paned sash, which were
intended to evoke the earlier period. Other
historic window types include hinged
casement windows, which were popular on
some early 1900s buildings.

Windows – 151 Front Street

Guidelines for Maintenance and Repair
1. Keep older windows painted and in good
repair to protect from water infiltration.
2. If parts of a window are deteriorated, but
other parts can be salvaged, consider
replacing only those elements that are
damaged.
This type of “selective
replacement” should be done with pieces
milled to match the original as closely as
possible.
3. Retain historic glass and protect it during
repairs. If glass is cracked or missing,
new glass panes can be installed.
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blocking-up the window. However, this
should not be considered for the primary
façade.
4. Replacement glass should be clear and
without tint.

Properly covered window – Town Hall

5. If wooden storm windows exist on your
building, make sure that they are kept
painted and in good repair. If you have
wood windows, consider adding wood
storms to enhance the building’s
character and increase energy efficiency.
Guidelines for Exterior Change
1. Retain original window sizes and
locations, particularly on the main façade
and visible side elevations.
An example of what NOT to do is provided
below. The window on the right is not the
same size as the original window on the
left.

4. Replacement windows should duplicate
the appearance of the originals as closely
as possible in number of panes,
dimensions of sash members, and profile
of sash members and muntins.

Improper window replacement – 651 Main Street

5. Use the same material as was used in the
original windows; avoid vinyl and
aluminum-clad
wood
replacement
windows. For new additions to existing
buildings, use wood windows.
6. The new windows should simulate the
operating characteristics of the originals.
If the originals, for example, were
double-hung, the new windows should
look the same, even if only the lower
sash opens.

2. Blocking-up a window, that is, removing
the sash and frame and filling in the
opening, should never be considered on a
primary façade or visible side elevations.

7. Do not alter the existing window pattern
on the façade or visible side elevations,
either by changing their location or
adding new windows.

3. Covering-up a window, that is, leaving
the sash and frame intact but covering
them with wood or other material, is
reversible and thus somewhat better than
28
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8.
Add window shutters
only to buildings that originally had
them. If shutters seem

Doors have a number of components. The
door opening is framed by jambs on both
sides, a header at the top and a threshold at
the base. The operable portion of a door is
called the leaf, which may contain a glass
pane or solid panels, rails and stiles.

appropriate, they must be made of wood
or a close substitute. Even if the new
shutters are inoperable, they should be
sized to appear to cover the window
when closed.

Doors and entrances are often major
architectural elements because they are a
focal point in the design of a building. It
was only in the period after World War II
that doors had little or no glazing and
entrances became understated and little more
than unornamented rectangular
openings.

Shutters – 485 Main Street

Door – 462 Main Street

Doors and Entrances
There are many different kinds of doors and
entrances found in Groveport’s historic
district.
They include deeply recessed
paneled doors without glazing but with
simple transoms; ornate paneled and glazed
doors from the late 19th and early 20th
centuries; simple glazed or unglazed wood
doors and plain entrances in early 20th
century vernacular houses; and solid or
hollow-core wood doors typical of mid-20th
century houses.

Guidelines for Maintenance and Repair
1. Sand door edges to keep them from
sticking.
2. If gaps exist between the door and its
frame, consider adding thin wood strips
(painted or stained to match) to the edges
of the door.
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3.
If a portion of the door
is rotted or damaged and must be
replaced, make sure that the new piece
matches the existing as

Door – 559 Main Street

4. closely as possible. Minor rot can often
be repaired using an appropriate wood
consolidant, such as epoxy, after the
affected area has been properly prepared.
5. Replace hardware with pieces in a
similar style.
6. Preserve
original
transoms
and
sidelights, replacing glass panes where
they are broken or missing.
7. Do not cover door framing or any trim
with aluminum or vinyl.

Guidelines for Exterior Change
1. Retain and repair historic door openings,
doors, screen doors, trim, and details
such as transoms, sidelights, pediments,
hoods, and hardware where they
contribute to the architectural character
of the building.
2. If a replacement door is needed, choose a
replacement that matches to original
3. design as closely as possible. Use wood
for replacement doors on main facades.
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Metal may be used as a
replacement material for secondary side
or rear doors.

Canopies - Main

4. Avoid treatments that attempt to dressup
a door or entrance by giving it a
character it never had.
Applied
ornamentation, window glazing using
stained or patterned glass or creating a
multi-paned effect can change the
character of the building.
5. Retain historic storm doors if possible.
When installing new storm doors, select
ones of simple design and made of wood
if possible. The most appropriate design
is one with a full-height glass section that
permits viewing of the main door.

Guidelines for Maintenance and Repair
1. If the historic fabric is still intact, do not
keep the awning up year round. Remove
it during the winter months.

6. Place new entrances on secondary
elevations away from the main elevation.
Preserve non-functional entrances that
are architecturally significant.

2. Retain and repair any surviving historic
awning hardware, particularly retractable
frames.

Canopies and Awnings

3. Fix any fabric tears as soon as they
appear.

Canopies and awning were both attached to
historic buildings to provide shelter from sun
or rain or to provide a place for signage.

4. Clean the awning about once every two
years.
5. Retractable awnings should not be folded
or rolled while wet.

Awnings were typically made of canvas or
similar heavy fabric and were mounted on
metal pipe frames. Awnings could usually
be rolled up or retracted and removed in the
winter. Canopies, however, were fixed in
place.

Guidelines for Exterior Change
1. Use only canvas or fabric awnings in a
traditional design. Either a solid color or
a striped pattern is appropriate for most
buildings. The material should be of a
matte finish. Choose colors that are
compatible with the building and its trim
colors. Limit the number of colors in the
awning.
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2. The awning frame should be designed to
fit within the window opening. The
standard shed awning is recommended
for traditional storefronts. These may
have plain or scalloped edges.

A variety of porch styles and materials are
present in the community. Depending upon
the period when they were built and the style
that was used, the front porch can be grand
and sweeping, or small and compact; sturdy
looking or delicate and light. Most of the
porches in Groveport are built of wood, but
may have stone or brick foundations.
Historically, most porches in the community
were one-story; two-story porches were rare
and are not appropriate on most buildings
unless they were a part of the original
architecture of the building.

3. Where several awnings are installed on a
single
building
having
multiple
storefronts, the awning should be
consistent in fabric, color, and style.
4. Do not use awnings if they will cover up
important architectural features.

Two-story porch – 183 Front Street

5. Do not use canopies unless there is
evidence that a canopy existing on the
building previously.

Porches
Residential porches play an important role in
the overall character of Groveport.
Historically porches serve a visual, social,
and functional purpose, providing a
transition between the building’s interior and
its exterior environment, between the private
and public realm. In the days before air
conditioning, porches provided an important
place to cool down in the summer.
Porch – 632 Main Street

For the purposes of these guidelines
porches include structures attached to or
immediately adjacent to a permanent
structure, with or without a roof, without
permanent weatherproof walls or windows,
used as or connected to an entrance to the
main structure.
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Porch

iron, terra cotta, tile and brick.”
3. “Removing an entrance or porch because
the building has been re-oriented to
accommodate a new use.”
4. “Cutting new entrances on a primary
elevation.”
5. “Altering utilitarian or service entrances
so they appear to be formal entrances by
adding paneled doors, fanlights, and
sidelights.”

Porch – 628 Main Street

Guidelines for Maintenance and Repair
1. Keep original porch elements in good
repair. Make sure that the porch roof is
sound and that gutters and downspouts
are functioning properly. Take care of
any moisture problems before making
repairs.
2. Repair wood elements by consolidating,
patching and splicing, and keep wood
painted. Always scrape wood surfaces
down to the next sound layer before
repainting.
Carefully hand scrape
detailed features such as brackets,
column or balusters.

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation
and
Guidelines
for
Rehabilitating
Historic
Buildings
recommends against:

3. Retain original wood tongue and groove
flooring and bead board ceilings that
were used on most porches. If some
areas are damaged, replace those areas to
match the remainder of the surface.

1. “Removing or radically changing
entrances and porches which are
important in defining the overall historic
character of the building so that, as a
result, the character is diminished.”

4. If decorative wood elements, such as
brackets or posts, have begun to
deteriorate, make every effort to repair
them before deciding upon replacement.

2. “Stripping entrances and porches of
historic material such as wood, iron, cast
33
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5.
Retain original slate,
tile, or metal porch roofs, making repairs
as needed.

molding detail or every turn on a baluster
a different color. In most cases, less is
more. Porch ceilings were originally
stained and varnished, and if the porch
has not been painted over, maintain the
clear finish. In addition, brick and stone
are not meant to be painted. Once
painted, it will be an ongoing
maintenance chore.

Guidelines for Exterior Change
1. Avoid removing historic porches. If the
porch is not original to the building, it
still may be important to preserve.

7. When repairing lattice, match the
original spacing or pattern of the slats.
When replacement of the lattice framing
is required, treated wood should be used
for the bottom framing piece that will
rest on the soil.

2. If a new front porch is proposed, it
should be kept open in traditional porch
form. Avoid constructing screened-inor glass-enclosed porches on the front of
a building. This type of porch should be
restricted to less visible sides of the
building.

8. Railing spindles, finials, rails, etc. should
be appropriate to the architectural style
of that porch and the original structure
and be constructed of consistent
materials. Railing heights should be
appropriate to the design of the porch.
Building Code limits may be waived
based on historic preservation concerns.

3. Keep porches one story in height unless a
two story porch is an original feature of
the structure.
4. If a porch originally existing on your
building but was removed, it may be
possible to construct a new porch to
replace the old. If the design of an
original porch was unknown, the
replacement porch should be simple in
design. Frame construction is best for
this approach.
Keep the porch in
proportion to the house, whether it
covers the entire façade or just the front
door.

9. Permanent enclosure of porches is not
recommended. To enjoy a porch without
insects or extend the season of use,
install removable screen or glass panels.
To help preserve the character of a
porch, make the removable glass or
screen panels the same size as the porch
openings; set the panels behind the porch
railing; and set the panels behind the
columns or against the sides of the
columns.

5. Generally, porches should be painted to
compliment the colors used on the house.
Slight variations can be appropriate,
given the style of the house or the
construction
6. materials, but using the body, trim, and
sash colors of the house in some
combination on the porch are usually a
good bet. Try to avoid painting every

Storefronts
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The other guidelines in this
document also apply to storefronts
(awnings, windows, doors, etc). However,
additional guidelines are provided below.

Storefront – 645 Main Street

Guidelines for Exterior Change
1. Preserve as much of the original
storefront as possible include the
bulkheads, display windows, piers,
transoms, sign boards, entrances and
doors, and awnings/canopies. If these
elements are damaged or deteriorated,
they should be duplicated in replacement
materials as close to the originals as
possible.
2. Avoid
removing
or
downsizing
storefront display windows.
3. Avoid applying trim or ornamentation
that a commercial storefront would not
have originally had.
4. Imitation brick or stone, aluminum,
rough sawn wood, or plywood, are
incompatible with the fabric of historic
commercial buildings and should be
avoided.
5. Covering over historic name blocks
should be avoided. These stone or
caststone, cast iron, or tin blocks, usually
located near the building's roof line,
carry the name of the building or its
owner, and often the date of
construction.

Typical Elements of a Storefront
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Avoid alterations to windows and doors.
Retain existing residential-scale
windows and doors.



Maintain front porches in their original
form. Do not enclose front porches.



Keep signs in scale with the building.



If off-street parking is added, restrict the
location to the rear of the lot. Front or
side yards cannot be used for parking.



For handicapped accessibility, place
ramps or lifts in an inconspicuous
location. Use rear or side doors for this
purpose, rather than the front.

Commercial Conversions
There are several examples in the historic
district where residential buildings have
been converted to commercial use. The
primary goal for these commercial
conversions is to maintain the original
historic character of the building, while
enabling the new use to be functional and
visible. To preserve the building’s historic
character, refer to the specific guidelines
that address such topics as windows,
masonry, doors and entrances, site
elements, etc.
Guidelines for Exterior Change
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Garages and Outbuildings
Garages and outbuildings are important
components of Groveport’s historic

atmosphere. Usually located along rear
alleys or toward the rear of a property, these
buildings are usually built of frame, with a
small scale and modest materials. Every
effort should be made to retain and repair
original outbuildings.

Commercial conversion – 800 Main Street

Commercial conversion – 518 Main Street

Guidelines for Exterior Change
1. When outbuildings need repair or
replacement of deteriorated elements,
use new materials that match the old as
closely as possible. Avoid modern
materials that are incompatible with the
original designs of these structures.
2. Newly constructed buildings should use
design cues from older nearby
structures. This means using forms,
massing, roof shape, roof pitch and
height, materials, window and door
types, and detailing similar to those
found on nearby historic or traditional
outbuildings.

In the examples above, the original historic
character of the building is preserved. Only
a small sign is located on the site identifying
the home as a business.
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development should strengthen the historic
area and architectural values
This does not necessarily mean that new
structures should be designed to look old.
The key to the design of a new building that
enhances the existing environment is its
compatibility with neighboring buildings.
Compatibility is achieved through careful
attention to the following design principles
of building
 Setback
 Orientation
 Scale
 Proportion
 Rhythm
 Massing
 Height
 Materials
 Color
 Roof shape
 Details and ornamentation
 Landscape features

Chapter 6
New Construction Guidelines
The design of a new building is critical to
preserving the character of a historic
district.
The new building should
contribute to that character by respecting
the location, design, materials and other
character-defining elements of the historic
buildings, as well as respecting the
character of the landscape and other
important features of the street and district.
Groveport encourages appropriate new infill
development on vacant parcels in the
Historic
Preservation
area.
New

:
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should have the same number of floors
and be within 10 percent of the average
height of adjacent buildings as viewed
from the street.

Building Placement
1. The front setback of a new structure
must be consistent with buildings on
adjacent properties. If adjacent setbacks
are inconsistent, use a front setback that
is consistent with the majority of
buildings within sight.
If a new
building cannot align with adjacent
structures, set the building back farther
rather than in front of the adjacent
buildings.

2. Rooftop mechanical equipment must be
screened from view as much as
possible.

Building Rhythm
1. New buildings that are significantly
larger than typical single family homes or
typical commercial buildings in the
district should be designed to reflect the
rhythm of existing buildings. Building
indentations and façade treatments can be
used to complement adjacent structures.

2. Side yard setbacks must be consistent
with adjacent building side yards.
Variations are permitted but should not
exceed more than 10 percent of the
average adjacent building side yards.

2. Utilize a rhythm of doors, windows,
porches, bays, and other projections into
new construction that is similar to that
used in adjacent structures.

3. The orientation of all new primary
structures, building additions, and
accessory buildings must be consistent
(parallel and perpendicular) with
primary
structures
on
adjacent
properties.

Building Proportion
1. The proportion of a building is the
relationship of its width to its height.
Most structures in the historic district
have a more vertical proportion or square
proportions with few horizontally
proportioned structures. The proportion
of new buildings should be compatible
with adjacent buildings.

Streetscape – Cherry Street

Roof Forms and Materials

Building Height

1. Roofs on new structures should generally
be gabled or hipped. Flat roofs are
permitted for commercial buildings.

1. New development should conform to
existing building heights. New buildings

2. Materials may be standing-seam metal,
slate, or a dimensional asphalt shingle
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with a plain design that does
not create a patchwork effect.

1. New buildings should employ only
traditional wood and brick. Natural stone
may be used as an accent or as a
foundation material.
Contemporary
materials that simulate wood can be
acceptable if done well, and brick veneer
construction over a wood frame is also
acceptable. Facade elements which can
help give a new structure a historically
compatible appearance include:
• Window hoods and lintels
• Entrances with porches and
balustrades
• Cornice lines with architectural
detailing
• Brick work with quoins, corbels,
and other details
• Friezes
• Gables;
• Columns and pilasters
• Chimneys

3. Use historically appropriate roof colors.

Window and Wall Ratio
1. The amount of wall surface vs. window
surface of a building varies between
architectural styles. The window to
wall ratio for new structures should be
consistent with adjacent buildings and
styles.
2. Blank exterior walls are not permitted.
The placement of windows should be
proportional to the size of the wall.

Garages
1. Garages should generally be detached
from the main structure and set back
behind the main structure to be
consistent with other existing properties
throughout
the
historic
district.
Attached garages may be permitted if
they are not visible from a public street.

2. Avoid bright colors not typical on
Groveport commercial buildings. Use
colors compatible with those already
used along the streetscape.
3. Most buildings use light colors for the
building body and darker colors for the
trim.
Following this pattern is
encouraged.

2. Attached garages are permitted on
streets where two or more garages exist.
These garages must be a part of the
original structure – not a later addition.

4. Avoid using too many colors. Usually
one body color and one trim color are
sufficient.

3. New garages must use roof and siding
materials that complement or match the
primary structure. The form of the
garage should be simple with a hipped
or gabled roof. Appropriately scaled
single-width garage doors should be
used on multi-car garages.

5. For new brick buildings, let the natural
brick color be the body color, and select
trim colors that are compatible with the
color of the bricks.
6. Use ornamentation conservatively. Use
it in traditional locations around windows
and doors and along the cornice.

Materials and Colors
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Storefronts and Facades
1. The facade (front wall) should be
organized into two zones: A street level
storefront and an upper facade.
2. The storefront should include display
windows to enhance the visual interest
of the street.
3. The upper facade should include a
strongly defined cornice or parapet, line
and window openings that follow the
wall window ratio of existing buildings.
4. A sign board or fascia should separate
the store front from the upper facade
creating a uniform horizontal element in
the block face.

Additions to Buildings
1. Locate the addition to the rear of the
building or on a side of the building with
low visibility from the street. If the
addition is on the side of the original
structure, locate the addition as far to the
rear as possible.
2. Allow the original structure to remain as
the primary feature on the lot, and the
addition to be subsidiary to it by keeping
the addition’s height and roof line lower
than the main structure.
3. Keep the design of the addition
consistent
with
the
form
and
architectural style of the main building.
Choose a simplified design that has
some of the same characteristics of the
original, such as the pitch and materials
of the roof, the dimensions of siding and
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trim boards, and the size and
style of windows. Avoid dressing up the
addition with too much decoration; it
should not try to compete with the
original building style.
4. For some fairly large additions, it will be
important to provide a visual break or
transition piece between the original
building and the new addition. This can
be accomplished by setting the addition
back from the wall line of the original
building or by creating a recessed area at
the point where the addition and the
original building meet. This helps to
make the addition appear as separate
from the main building.
5. Use materials that are compatible with
the original building. Frame buildings
should have frame constructed additions.
Frame construction is also recommended
as the first choice for additions to
masonry buildings. In some cases brick
may be an acceptable material for an
addition to a brick building. Finding
brick that matches or complements the
original structure is often difficult.
Stucco is usually appropriate for a stucco
building. Artificial aluminum or vinyl
siding is not recommended for use on
building additions unless it is the
primary material on the principle
structure.
6. Avoid adding pre-manufactured glassed
in greenhouses or sunrooms to original
buildings.
If such an addition is
proposed for a residential building, it
should be limited in size, restricted to the
rear of the building, and given the
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appearance of and enclosed
rear porch that is trimmed in painted
wood.
Good example of an addition – 439 Main Street

tone for business and should be attractive as
well as compatible with the building.

Chapter 7
SIGNS
Signs are an important part of the historical
character of buildings in the downtown and
thus should be carefully chosen and
designed. The signs must be compatible with
the historical character of the building and
the downtown.
Signs should fit within their allotted space
and not exceed it. If there is no allotted space
above the display window or transom, signs
can be placed on doors, windows, or on the
fringe of a fabric awning or canopy, or on
walls. They may also be suspended from a
projecting bracket.
Lettering should be large enough to be easily
read, but not so large as to be out of scale
with the building, window, door, or awning.
Script and logos, or other symbols set the
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Sign color should compliment the colors of
the building. In general, middle to dark
backgrounds with lighter colors for letters
and logos are most attractive. Signs shall be
constructed of high quality materials and
craftsmanship. Small upper floor signs are
historically appropriate.

General Signage Guidelines
1. Review includes size, location, materials,
texture, color (s), type size and type
style.
2. Signage should be a logical component
of the overall design of the building.
3. Signage shall be limited to one
freestanding sign per lot or one wall,
window, or projecting sign per business
or institution.

Historic Preservation Guidelines

4.
Signage is restricted to
the following components:
a. Name of the business
b.
c.
d.
e.

Freestanding Signs
A freestanding sign is a sign intended to be
erected and used permanently, whose
support structure is embedded in the
ground. Included in the term “freestanding
sign” are ground signs and pole signs.
Ground signs are mounted directly on a
pedestal or planted base. A pole sign is a
sign erected on or supported by not more
than two columns, pipes, posts, piers, or
other similar method of support and which
is not supported by or connected to a
building.

Logo of the business
Function of the business
Phone number of the business
Street number or address of the
business

5. Signage should not obscure
significant architectural details.

any

6. The installation of a sign must be
reversible and cannot permanently alter
or damage historic building materials.

Freestanding signs are prohibited unless the
building is setback a minimum of five (5)
feet from the sidewalk. Freestanding signs
cannot be more than twenty (20) square feet
in area or exceed five (5) feet in height,
including base or other support structure.

7. Lighting (if used) must be an integral
part of the signage design and must not
be intermittent.
8. Interior illumination of signage is
prohibited.

Window Signs
A window sign is any sign or graphic that is
attached to the window or door glass, or
hung inside (behind) the glass, and it is
readable from the street or sidewalk.

9. Neon signs are prohibited.
10. Signs must not display more than three
colors (i.e., two colors in addition to the
natural background). Only earth tones
and demonstrable nineteenth century and
early twentieth century colors shall be
used on signs. Sign colors shall be
coordinated with the colors of the
building to which they refer. Black and
white are considered colors.

Window signs should be transparent in
overall design. Window signs cannot
exceed ¼ the total glass area of the
storefront. Window signs shall be counted
as part of the total allowable wall sign area.
Wall Signs

11. Signs may be of any material but must
give the illusion of natural or painted
wood, tin, or iron. Window signs painted
directly on the glass are also acceptable.

The maximum area in square feet should
not exceed two-thirds of the building
frontage (in linear feet) for a single story
building. In the case of a multi-story
building, the maximum area in square feet
should not exceed the building frontage.

12. Lettering shall be in traditional 19th or
early 20th century letter styles.
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In a building housing more
than one business, each business may display
one wall sign. The total area of all signs
should not exceed the maximum sign area
allowed for the building.

total distance by which a sign extends
beyond the face of a building or structure.
A projecting sign may not extend above the
building wall or fascia to which it is
attached.

A second wall sign will be permitted where a
business has frontage on more than one
street or where a rear entrance is commonly
used by

Projecting signs are limited to twelve square
feet plus two feet for each full foot beyond
the minimum required eight feet clearance,
to a maximum of sixteen square feet.
Maximum horizontal projection shall be four
and one-half feet.

the public. If two signs are utilized, the total
sign area should not exceed the maximum
sign area allowed for a single sign.

Existing signage

Awnings and Canopies
No advertising message shall be placed on
any awning or canopy except the name
and/or address of the business in letters or
numbers not to exceed one foot in height.
Lettering on any awning or canopy shall be
considered as part of the total allowable
projecting sign area.
One double-faced nameplate may be
suspended from below an awning or canopy
perpendicular to the storefront.
This
nameplate shall not exceed one foot in height
and four feet in width and shall be centered
at the centerline of the canopy. The area of
this sign shall be considered as part of the
total allowable projecting sign area.

Existing signage

Projecting Signs
A projecting sign is a sign that is attached to
the building and extends perpendicular from
the face of the building or structure to which
it is attached. The project is defined as the
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Chapter 8

2. Any fences in the front yards must be
wood picket fences or wrought iron that
does not exceed 36” in height. Hedges
may also be used in conjunction with or
in place of fences.

SITE ELEMENTS
Parking and Garage Access

3. Avoid non-traditional wall and fence
materials if visible from the street.

1. Permit the use of on-street and off-street
public parking to meet or supplement
commercial use parking requirements.

Landscaping
1. Carefully choose landscaping materials
to compliment the site architecture and
blend with the adjacent properties and
streetscape.

2. Whenever possible, parking, driveway
and garage access should be from the side
or rear of a property so that front lawns
and
associated
plantings
remain
undisturbed by a driveway.
3. Driveways coming from the street should
be as narrow as possible, to minimize the
width of curb cuts and to preserve green
space.

2. Place large shade trees closer to the
street to avoid conflicts with the
structure and to reinforce the street tree
plantings. Larger front yards allow
more flexibility in shade tree placement.
3. Use small ornamental trees as accent
plants and to frame views to special
architectural features. Avoid placing
ornamental trees in locations that would
block the view from the street to the
structure.

4. Parking areas should be located as far to
the rear of a property as possible. Avoid
locating parking in front yard areas. Side
yards may be appropriate for parking, but
it should be located as far to the rear as
possible and screened from the street with
landscaping, fencing or walls.

4. Foundation
plantings
should
be
carefully chosen to avoid obscuring the
architecture. In some cases, natural
stone foundations are important
architectural details that should not be
screened entirely.

Walls and Fences2
1. Any freestanding or retaining walls used
in front yards must be constructed of
natural materials (brick and stone) that
are compatible with the building on the
site. These walls should not exceed 24”
in height.

5. Plant materials should be chosen that are
native to the area. Avoid exotic plant
types in areas visible form public streets.

Lighting
2

Additional zoning and building regulations may also
apply.
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1.
Decorative yard lamps
and building mounted fixtures can be
used for safety and to visually enhance a
property at night. If an original fixture
is not present, select a simple style that
will compliment the style of the
architecture.
Avoid overly ornate
fixtures that may not compliment the
more simple architectural styles of the
district.

older building by building an insensitive
addition or adaptation.
Carefully
consider your options for location,
design and materials so that the impact
upon the building is minimized.
3. Keep the designs of accessibility
features as simple and unobtrusive as
possible. Use plain concrete or painted
wood for ramps and painted metal or
wood for railings. Keep the design light
and open, without excessive decoration.
Do not use unpainted wood, brick, or
artificial siding materials on ramps or
lifts.

2. Residential buildings converted to
commercial uses must use residential
scaled light fixtures.

4. For commercial buildings that front on
the sidewalk, consider “warping” the
sidewalk up to the entrance door. This
will work only with the cooperation of
Groveport and if only a few inches must
be overcome to make the building
accessible.

3. Lighting used to illuminate parking
areas, open spaces, or signs must be
indirect and shielded to avoid off-site
spillage of light to adjacent properties.

Access for the Disabled
Public buildings and privately owned
facilities that are open to the general public
are subject to the provisions of the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
Requirements of ADA apply even when a
building is not undergoing rehabilitation.
Therefore, the need to comply with ADA
requirements already exists and is not
triggered by a decision to rehabilitate.
1. Place added or adapted features in
locations that will be the least visible
from a public right of way, yet still
accessible to the user. Locate ramps or
lifts at side or rear entrances whenever
possible.
2. Avoid removing, damaging or covering
the character defining features of an
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Appendix

P.O. Box 37127
Washington,
D.C.
20013 (202) 343-9573
www.cr.nps.gov

WHERE TO FIND MORE
INFORMATION

National Trust for Historic Preservation 1785
Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington,
D.C.
20036 (202) 673-4000
www.nthp.org

Information about Groveport’s history is
available from several sources at the local,
county, and state levels.

Ohio Historic Preservation Office
567 East Hudson Street
Columbus, Ohio
43211
(614) 298-2000
www.ohiohistory.org/resource/histpres/

Groveport Heritage and Preservation Society
Franklin County Genealogical Society
570 West Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215
(614) 469-1300

Groveport Planning and Zoning
Commission

Ohio Historical Society Archives Library
1982 Velma Avenue
Columbus, Ohio
43211
(614) 297-2510
www.ohiohistory.org

The Planning and Zoning Commission is a
commission required by Groveport city
charter. The Planning and Zoning
Commission
evaluates
and
makes
recommendations to City Council about
issues concerning the preparation of plans
and maps for the future physical
development and harmonious improvements
of the city. In cases dealing with zoning
changes, amendments or alterations, the
Planning Commission acts in an advisory
role by submitting a recommendation to
City Council on the proper course of action.

There are a variety of sources of information
about general historic preservation matters.
The two best known national sources are the
National Park Service, where all federal
preservation programs are housed, and the
National Trust for Historic Preservation,
which is the country’s primary non-profit
preservation organization.

Groveport Building and Zoning
Division

The National Park Service publishes over
forty preservation briefs on a variety of
topics including repointing mortar joints to
conserving energy in historic buildings.
The briefs can be printed from their website
or ordered from the Ohio Historic
Preservation Office.

The Historic Preservation Area is regulated
by the City of Groveport building and zoning
codes. There are no additional building or
zoning requirements specific to the Historic
Preservation Area. When planning to
construct, enlarge, alter, repair, move,
demolish or change the occupancy of any

National Park Service
Heritage Preservation Services
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that are not placed in a regular or matching
pattern, are not regularly spaced or grouped,

building or structure or any of the building or
structures mechanical systems, contact the
Building and Zoning Division. City wide
codes benefit property owners by assuring
proposed changes are completed to meet
uniform minimum requirements that relate to
conservation of energy, safety and sanitation
of buildings for their intended use and
occupancy.

or do not have the same outline, size or
pitch, most commonly found on Queen
Anne Style structures.
Awning - a mat finish fabric attached to a
frame used to protect a building from sun or
rain, historically awnings were attached to
buildings beneath the first floor transoms
and were operable.

GLOSSARY

Balloon framing - a building system used in
wooden structures, it has continuous vertical
studs that run from the foundation sill to the
roof plate.

Architecture - refers to a style or method of
design in the construction of a building.
Popular or Vernacular Architecture - refers
to buildings constructed with fewer or at
least more modest detailings than the High
or National Style. Folk or Traditional
Architecture - refers to buildings
constructed by local contractors, often
without architects,
that use unique local building forms and/or
materials.

Baluster - Vertical member, usually of
wood which supports the railing of a porch
or the handrail of a stairway.
Balustrade - stone, brick, or wood spindles
know as balusters connected by a railing on
top, often used at the top of a commercial
structure as a parapet, on domestic
structures often used on porches.

Architectural feature - a specific part of a
building style such as a window, door, roof,
wall material, or decorative element

Bargeboard – a board often decoratively
carved or cut out, which hangs from the
projecting edge of a roof at the gable.

Architrave - the horizontal bottom
board/stone of the entablature, the architrave
sits directly on top of the columns/pillars,
above a door and on occasion above
window openings, often with little or no
decoration

Bay – a spatial structural unit of a building
façade; or, a structure protruding out from a
wall.

Ashlar stone - walls where the stones are
square-cut and laid in a straight or linear
pattern, usually with stones larger than
brick-sized and joined by a thin mortar joint

Bay window - a single or set of windows
that project out from the wall, in domestic
styles this is often found on the side of
homes, in commercial styles it is almost
always found on the second floor of
post1895 structures, these second floor bay
windows are also called oriel windows.

Asymmetrical elements - specific parts of a
structure, such as windows and roof lines,
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Casement windows - a window that is
attached to the vertical side of the frame and
opens outward.
Belt course - often a band of horizontal
bricks or stones that provide a decorative
contrast to the main wall of the structure,
they often define the interior floor levels.
Beveled siding - tapered wood siding that
overlaps for weather protection. It is applied
horizontally to buildings of frame
construction.
Board and Batten - a type of wood siding
that consists of wide vertical boards with

Chimney - usually a vertical brick structure
embedded or exterior to the walls used to
draw away the smoke and gases created by a
fireplace, stove, or furnace.

narrow strips (battens) concealing the joints
between the boards.

Clapboard - large wood boards which taper
slightly (they are a type of beveled siding) so
they overlap and lie fl at; applied horizontally
on buildings of frame construction.

Bracket - a projecting member, often
decorative, which supports an overhanging
element such as a cornice.
Broken pediment - See Gable

Columns -a free standing, upright, circular
element of wood, stone, or concrete, often
eight to fifteen feet tall, may be smooth or
fluted, usually topped by a capital, the
capitals may be most commonly classified
in four distinct orders: Doric (plain), Ionic
(with scrolls), Corinthian (decorated with
acanthus leaves which was a common plant
in the ancient Greek's Mediterranean world),
and Composite (the Roman combination of
the Ionic and Corinthian capitals, the most
highly decorated of all the capital styles),
rare capital styles include the Egyptian and
Tuscan.

Bulkhead - located on the storefront of a
commercial structure below the display
window and just above the sidewalk, most
commonly made of wood with modest
decorations, other materials found include
metal grill work, stone, brick, or ceramic tile.
Canopy - a late twentieth century addition to
storefronts used to replace the more
appropriate fabric awnings; the hard canopies
are constructed of wood cover by metal or
completely of metal and often extended over
the sidewalk five to six feet.

Common elements - those features or parts
of a building that are shared by a particular
style, for example almost all Italianate
structures have brackets under the cornice,

Capitals - See Columns
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almost all Greek Revival
structures
have
symmetrical
bays
(openings), common elements help identify
or categorize both
domestic and commercial structures into
specific styles and historical eras.
Common wall - a wall that is shared by two
abutting buildings, also known as a party
wall, this became a common practice during
the construction of commercial Greek
Revival (1837-1860) and later Italianate Style
(1860-1885) structures.

Concrete - a substance produced by mixing
crushed stone/gravel, sand, cement, and
water, hardens to a strength similar to stone,

Cornerboard - a board used to cover the
exposed ends of wood siding to give a
finished appearance and make the building
watertight.

first used in the Ancient world by the
Romans.

Cornice - the projecting uppermost portion
of a wall, often treated in a decorative
manner with brackets.
Decorative elements - items that often are
not necessary or supporting weight in a
structure, their function is to provide visual
interest to the building.

Corbel - 1. A projecting bracket of stone,
brick, etc., which supports a cornice, arch,
or oriel; 2. An overlapping arrangement of
bricks or stones in which each course
extends farther out from the vertical of the
wall than the course below. Usually
supports a cornice or overhanging member.

Dentils - decorative wood, stone or brick
rectangular blocks place in a regularly spaced
row in the form of a molding on the face of
the frieze and directly under the cornice,
dentils often appear to be a row of teeth with
every other one knocked out, a frieze/cornice
with dentils would be a denticulated (or
denticular) cornice.
Dormer - a structural extension of a
building’s roof, intended to provide light and
headroom in an attic space; usually contains a
window or windows on its vertical face.
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Double-hung - a window with two balanced
sashes, with one sliding over the other
vertically to open.
Eaves - the underside of a roof projecting
beyond the facade wall of the building that
follows the slope of the roof, usually not
found on commercial structures.
Elongated windows - a long, narrow,
rectangular double hung sash window that
was first used with the Italianate Style
(1860-1885), the windows allowed more
light into the interior rooms that boasted
higher ceilings because of a technological
advance in heating, the use of free standing
stoves

Facade - the facing of a building, the main
wall including all stories, also use to
describe the side of the building facing the
street, corner buildings are often described
as having two facades, it is also the principal
face of the building that contains most of the
architectural elements/decorations.

Engaged - a column, pillar, or pier, usually
of a different color and/or material than the
wall, it appears to be actually embedded in
the wall.

Fanlight
- a semi-elliptically shaped
transom window with radiating mullions,
located over doors in domestic structures
prior to 1860, the window often appears to be
in the shape of an open fan.

Entablature - the horizontal grouping
directly
above
the
capitals
of
columns/pillars, above door openings, and
occasionally above windows; in classical
architectural terms it is composed of three
bands, on the bottom the architrave, in the
middle the frieze, and on the top the cornice,
each band may be divided by a horizontal

Fascia - the horizontal space located
between the first and second floors of
commercial structures and usually designed
specifically for signs, also defined as a
horizontal band separating the parts of an
entablature.

piece known as the fascia, often includes
decorative dentils.

Fenestration - pattern of door and window
openings in a wall.
Finial - a decorative element at the top of a
gable or conical rooftop, usually cast iron and
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Flush siding – a type of horizontal wood
siding where the individual boards are fitted
closely together, which creates a fl at
appearance with a barely visible joint
between the boards.

often in the shape of a fleur-delis (stylized Iris flower).

Frieze - a horizontal band, often of wood or
stone, located directly under the cornice (or
eaves), Greek Revival (1837-1860) style
domestic structures often have friezes
decorated with panels, frieze band windows
with decorative grill work, and dentils; both
domestic and commercial structures in the
Italianate (1860-1885) and later styles often
have brackets and dentils attached to the face
of the frieze, the frieze is often painted in a
color that contrasts with the facade wall, the
frieze is also defined as part of an entablature
over columns/pillars, doors or occasionally
windows.

First floor facade - the floor or story that
touches the street level, in commercial
buildings it is almost always contains
different features than the upper floor.
Flashing - flat metal or other material that is
used to keep water from penetrating the
joint between different surfaces and
materials such as around the chimney on a
roof.

Gable - the triangular upper portion of a wall
at the end of a pitched roof, if the base of the
triangle is completed it is a triangular
pediment; if it has only parts of the base at
each side it is a broken pediment.

Flemish bond - A form of brickwork in
which headers (end) and stretchers

Gable roof - See Roof
(horizontal length) alternate. Usually, each
header is centered above and below the
stretchers.

Glazing - glass fitted into windows or doors.
Header brick - See Brick
Hipped roof - See Roof
Historic preservation - the process of
maintaining and
stabilizing
a
historic structure without changing the
structure's basic character and appearance.
Historical significance - this refers to the
attributes of a structure or district that have
impacted on the history and cultural
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development of the
community, county, state, or nation.

Lower facade - See: Facade, First floor
facade, Storefront, Upper façade

Hoodmold - a projecting molding often
found over windows in the Italianate style,
usually cast iron or occasionally stone, they
functioned as decorative lintel covers and
extended down a short distance on both sides
of the window, their original function was to
direct rainwater away from the walls and
windows.

Lug sill - See Sill
Mansard roof - See Roof
Masonry - See Brick, Mortar, Stone
Mortar - originally produced by mixing
sand, lime and water, later a mixture of sand
and cement, used to join bricks and/or stones
together, mortar joints may be recessed or
raised depending on the era and style of the
building, the color of the mortar was
determined by the color of the sand that was
used.
Mullions - a vertical wooden member that
holds in the lights or panes of glass in the
window.
Muntins - a horizontal wooden member that
holds in the lights or panes of glass in the
window.

Light - a single pane of glass in a window
sash.

Name blocks - often formed in stone set into
the facade, or formed with wooden
frameworks covered in tin on the parapet, it
indicated the name of the building and/or the
name of the building owner, often the date
that the building was constructed or
massively remodeled was place with or
instead of the name block.

Lintel - the flat, horizontal element directly
above openings used to support the wall
above the opening.

National Register of Historic Places - in
1966, the National Historic Preservation Act
allowed for direct state involvement in the
inventorying of structures and districts for
nomination as part of the National Register of
Historic Places, the National Register
provides national recognition of the historical
and/or architectural significance of a
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structure or district, the
National Register does not in and of itself
restrict or control the use or changes that may
be made to a privately owned structure.

or, as decoration over windows, doors, and
dormers.
Pilaster - a flat, rectangular pillar topped by
a capital that projects from a brick or stone
wall usually one or two bricks deep,

Ohio Historic Inventory (OHI) - this is an
ongoing project of the Ohio Historic
Preservation Office first authorized in 1965,
the OHI involves the completion of a form
that uses six basic categories: the
identification,
location,
background,
architectural data, additional information, and
documentation on each individual structure,
the OHI provides an inventory of historical
and architecturally significant buildings
throughout the State of Ohio, there are no
restrictions or direct benefits for a structure
listed in the OHI, however the OHI provides
the community with a list of structures that
can be used to plan future preservation
efforts.

decorative in nature, usually the same color
and material as the wall, designed to give
the impression of pillars without the cost
and problems of full pillars.

Pillars - A square, free standing, vertical
support with a cap or capital, often shorter
than the circular columns, a pillar often
averages four to eight feet and are most
frequently identified with domestic porches.

Oriel windows - See Bay windows
Parapet - a low wall that projects above the
roof, it may be plain or highly decorated;
construction materials include wood, tin
over a wooden frame, brick, or stone; a
stepped

Piers - during the period between the 1830s
and the 1860s massive, plain, vertical,
rectangular, limestone piers were used to
support equally plain limestone storefront
lintels, after 1870, decorative, rectangular,
iron piers were used to support the storefront
lintel, after the 1890s the piers became
simply support beams hidden by brick or
stone facing.

parapet is often used at the gable end of a
commercial structure at the end of a row of
abutted buildings, parapet walls that extend
above the roof line between abutted
commercial structures were used to stop
fires from spreading from roof top to roof
top.

Plate glass windows - these storefront
windows
located
directly
above the bulkhead are a large single piece
of rolled and polished glass, often four to six
feet high, usually rectangular, held in place
by metal frames and clips, first used in Piqua

Party Wall - See common wall
Pediment - the triangular face of a roof
gable; or a gable, which is used in porches,
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in the 1880's in both new
structures and remodeled storefronts.

Gable roof Hipped roof - has sloped ends with four sides,
no gables at the sides.
Mansard roof - has steeply sloped ends on
four sides (or often only on the streetscape
side), the almost vertical roof appears to add
another story to the building.
Pitched roof - has a relatively pronounced
slope on either side of the center ridge pole,

Portico - a roofed porch supported by
columns, usually found only in large
NeoClassical style buildings.
Quoins - decorative bricks, stones, or on rare
occasions wood set in an alternating longshort pattern, found at the corner of both
domestic and commercial buildings, the word
comes from the French coin, meaning corner.

often with eaves in domestic structures and
gable ends, a pitched roof is often described
as gentle or steep, also known as a gable
roof.

Rusticated stone work - refers to stone cut
in massive blocks separated from each other
by deep mortar joints, may be plain or rough
hewn in appearance.
Sash - the wooden or metal frame that houses
the glass in a window; a double hung sash is
a window with two balanced, vertically
sliding sashes, each sash may contain as
many as six to as few as one regularly spaced
panes of glass, after 1890 window styles may
present six to eight panes hung in an
elongated vertical manner often in just the
upper sash, a triple hung sash is a window
with three balanced, vertically sliding sashes
(often the middle sash is fixed and does not
slide).

Rear facade - the rear wall including all
stories, usually hidden from public view,
service entrances are often located here,
usually much plainer with an absence of
architectural detailing.
Recessed entrances - a door that sits back
from the facade of the structure anywhere
from one to six feet.

Return - the continuation of a projection or
cornice in a different direction, usually
around a corner at a right angle.

Secretary of the Interior Standards - ten
general national standards that are the basic
tenants for historic preservation, the
Standards are the keystone of the Groveport
Design Standards.

Roof - the exterior surface and supports at
the very top of a structure that protects the
building from the weather. Flat roof - a
horizontal surface with only an extremely
gentle slope.
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Setbacks - refers to the
distance a structure is located back from the
sidewalk.

long narrow board with one edge thicker
than the other edge.
Signboard - See Fascia

Sheathing - a sub-surface material, usually
wood, which covers exterior walls or roofs
before application of siding or roofing
materials.

Skylight - a window usually fixed to the
middle portion of the roof in commercial
structures, beginning in the 1870s they were
originally added to structures to provide
extra natural light for photography studios,
usually the skylights were in a ridge shape.

Shiplap siding - horizontal wood siding that
has both top and bottom edges finished to
form a close-fitting joint and the appearance
of a narrow recessed band between two fl at
boards.

Soffit - usually a flat wooden piece used as
the underside of a projecting feature such as
a cornice or eave.

Shutters - two solid or slatted wooden
window covers that are attached to the widow
frame by hooks that allow the shutters to
move, in the first part of the nineteenth
century shutters functioned as a protection
from the heat of the sun with the slats open
for ventilation, and as insulation from the
cold of winter with the slats closed,
occasionally a movable, flat, cast iron S hook
or shutter dog was fastened to the outside
wall to keep the shutter temporarily fixed to
the wall.

Splashblock - a piece of stone or clay
material with a channel in it, which when

placed on the ground under a downspout
carries water away from the foundation.
Stone - a natural building material used for
foundations, walls, and decorations,
common types of stone used in the
downtown were

Sill - the flat horizontal piece located at the
bottom of a window, a lug sill extends past
the sides of the window opening, a slip sill
is the same size as the window opening.

limestone, flagstone, marble, sandstone, and
granite among others
Storefront - the ground floor of a downtown
commercial building was almost always
(excluding Neo-Classical Revival Style
buildings) oriented towards the retail trade,
the storefront contrasted with the upper floors
by being composed of windows, doors,
transoms, signs, support piers, and bulkheads,
with very little brick or other wall features,
the purpose

Sidelight - an elongated, narrow window on
the side of the door frame with one to three
fixed window frames, clear or colored glass
was used.

Siding - historically the overlapping
wooden exterior pieces that cover a frame
structure, clapboard or weather board is a
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of these ground floor spaces
was to attract customers with merchandise
displays.

Terra Cotta - a hard, fired, ceramic clay
used locally for building decoration.
Tower - a round or square multi-story
structure that reaches from the ground to the
roof line or higher, usually has its own
conical or flat roof.

Streetscape - the visual row of buildings
along the street.
Stucco - rough plaster work of cement, lime,
and sand used on the exterior of a building,
by c.1910 stucco had become popular with
certain domestic styles (such as American
Foursquare and Craftsmen Styles).

Transom - small horizontal windows above
a door or window, it may have a single pane
or multiple panes, it may be fixed or
operable, often seen as a band of small pane
windows across the entire width of a
storefront.

Stylistic elements - those elements that help
define a specific style, for example: brackets
and hoodmolds in the Italianate Style, or the
plain limestone lintels and lug sills in the
Greek Revival Style.
High Style (National or Academic Style) buildings with all or almost all of the stylistic
elements present.

Truncated roof top - the flat portion at the
top of a hipped roof, in Italianate domestic
styles often the site of the widows walk.

Low Style (Vernacular or Popular Style) buildings with only a few of the stylistic
elements present.
Symmetrical elements - usually used to
describe a structure which has an opening or
bay on one floor matched by an opening
directly above it on an upper floor; for
example a four bay two story domestic
structure would have three windows and a

Turret - a round or square tower-like
structure coming out of the wall, usually has
its own conical roof.
Upper facade - the portion of a commercial
building that is above the storefront, it
usually has a distinctive number of bays and
decorative detailing that separates it from
the lower façade.

door on the first floor and four windows on
the second floor; with commercial buildings
the bay openings on the first floor (storefront)
are not counted only those matching bays on
the upper floors, the earliest commercial
styles with symmetrical openings in the
downtown were the Greek Revival and
Italianate.

Vernacular - architecture that draws more
on traditional forms and functionalism,
rather than on design principles or
ornamentation of high-style architecture.
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Water table - often a
horizontal projecting limestone band on
brick buildings located above the
foundation, its original purpose was to
direct water away from the foundation, first
used in domestic Greek Revival Style
buildings, adapted as a decorative feature
for later styles including use as a painted
wooden board near the foundation on frame
structures.
Zone - refers to the distinct differences
between the first floor (storefront) and upper
floors in commercial buildings.
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